. Изложено влияние коэффициента гибкости и коэффициента концентрации
� �� �4�
The total number of terms is determined with degree of the system's redundancy and does not depend on its specific characteristics. Single movement system is determined according to next formula
where must be zero. And for this reaction must have dropped connections strictly defined values. Zero In the method of reaction forces k-th connection usually denoted � � . With this notation, and in the power of Hooke's law movement ∆ �� can be written as
where � �� -single (or specific) moving in the direction of i-th communication system
caused by the reaction of � � � � �, i.e. reaction, which coincides with the direction of � � , but unity.
Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain
The physical meaning for equation (3) : moving in the direction of basic system i-th dropped connection is zero. Writing expressions, similar to (3) , for the entire set of dropped connections, we obtain the system of canonical equations force method, which can be represented as a single equation
The total number of terms is determined with degree of the system's redundancy and does not depend on its specific characteristics. Single movement system is determined according In the method of reaction forces k-th connection usually denoted � � . With this notation, and in the power of Hooke's law movement ∆ �� can be written as
The physical meaning for equation (3) : moving in the direction of basic system i-th dropped connection is zero. Writing expressions, similar to (3), for the entire set of dropped connections, we obtain the system of canonical equations force method, which can be represented as a single equation
The total number of terms is determined with degree of the system's redundancy and does not depend on its specific characteristics. Single movement system is determined according Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain
The physical meaning for equation (3) : moving in the direction of basic system i-th opped connection is zero. Writing expressions, similar to (3), for the entire set of dropped nnections, we obtain the system of canonical equations force method, which can be resented as a single equation
The total number of terms is determined with degree of the system's redundancy and es not depend on its specific characteristics. Single movement system is determined according next formula
where must be zero. And for this reaction must have dropped connections strictly defined values. Zero movement condition in the direction of any i-th connection of n-dropped on basis of the superposition principle has the form
where ∆ �� -movement in the direction of i-th communication system caused by the reaction of the k-th connection;
∆ �� -movement in the direction of i-th communication system caused by the simultaneous action of all external load.
In the method of reaction forces k-th connection usually denoted � � . With this notation, and in the power of Hooke's law movement ∆ �� can be written as
The total number of terms is determined with degree of the system's redundancy and does not depend on its specific characteristics. Single movement system is determined according to next formula In the method of reaction forces k-th connection usually denoted � � . With this notation, n the power of Hooke's law movement ∆ �� can be written as
The physical meaning for equation (3) : moving in the direction of basic system i-th ped connection is zero. Writing expressions, similar to (3), for the entire set of dropped ections, we obtain the system of canonical equations force method, which can be sented as a single equation
The total number of terms is determined with degree of the system's redundancy and not depend on its specific characteristics. Single movement system is determined according xt formula In the method of reaction forces k-th connection usually denoted � � . With this notation, and in the power of Hooke's law movement ∆ �� can be written as
The physical meaning for equation (3): moving in the direction of basic system i-th dropped connection is zero. Writing expressions, similar to (3), for the entire set of dropped connections, we obtain the system of canonical equations force method, which can be represented as a single equation
, but unity.
Substituting (2) into (1), we obtain must be zero. And for this reaction must have dropped connections strictly defined values. Zero movement condition in the direction of any i-th connection of n-dropped on basis of the superposition principle has the form
The physical meaning for equation (3): moving in the direction of basic system i-th dropped connection is zero. Writing expressions, similar to (3), for the entire set of dropped connections, we obtain the system of canonical equations force method, which can be represented as a single equation superposition principle has the form
The total number of terms is determined with degree of the system's redundancy and does not depend on its specific characteristics. Single movement system is determined according to next formula superposition principle has the form
The physical meaning for equation (3) : moving in the direction of basic system i-th dropped connection is zero. Writing expressions, similar to (3), for the entire set of dropped connections, we obtain the system of canonical equations force method, which can be represented as a single equation K -slenderness ratio element;
v -basic element stiffness to element's stiffness;
l -integrable element length.
The main problem of calculation for pipeline as a statically indeterminate system is formulated as follows: for a given geometric scheme, the temperature difference between hot and cold pipeline and size of pipes constituting portion is required to determine the effort and strain the system. In calculating the temperature effects on simple pipelines as the main unknown is usually accepted in forces and moments of extra links, and therefore, this method is called the method of calculating forces. According to the method forces, one of the fixed pillars calculated area is considered breakout, and it's applied to elastic deformation forces and bending moment replacing a dropped pillar.
To determine elastic forces arising in pipeline with thermal expansion, the authors use the method of the elastic center. This method is well considered in [1, 2] and presents one of modifications of the force method, which consists in the fact that all side coefficients of canonical equations (i.e., coefficients δ ik , in which i ≠ k) become zero. This is achieved by moving basic unknowns of fixpoint dropped into the elastic center of gravity calculated of pipeline. The application point for basic unknowns is connected to the point of placing a dropped pillar infinitely rigid hypothetical console. The pipeline's axis will be endowed with a certain distribution of the elastic mass proportional to its stiffness (Fig. 1 ).
Bending moment from forces of elastic deformation in any section of pipeline is determined with the formula Values of the basic unknown
where x, y -coordinates of considered section in the original coordinate system;
x 0 , y 0 -coordinates of gravity center calculated elastic pipeline section; P x , P y -elastic forces calculated center line of pipeline.
The basis for calculating the forces of elastic deformation has been put the Castigliano's theorem.
Load is static and strain energy equal to work of external forces Values of the basic unknown P x = X 1 , P y = X 2
Note: � � , � � , � � -longitudinal and transverse forces and bending moment respectively; the application point force and moment, replacing the dropped fixed pillar; уцт -the point ic center of gravity of the system with respect to coordinate; � � , � � -vectors elastic forces ive to the coordinate axes X and Y, respectively; � � , � � -coordinates of the elastic center of ity relative to the coordinate axes X and Y, respectively.
Bending moment from forces of elastic deformation in any section of pipeline is rmined with the formula
The basis for calculating the forces of elastic deformation has been put the Castigliano's rem. Load is static and strain energy equal to work of external forces
here � -strain energy; Values of the basic unknown P x = X 1 , P y = X 2 Values of the basic unknown P x = X 1 , P y = X 2
�� � �� �� � , ���
here � -strain energy; Values of the basic unknown
where α -coefficient of linear thermal expansion;
L x , L y -lengths of axial line section of projections on axes.
Values of the basic unknown
here � -strain energy; P x , P y -the same, in the formula (6) Values of the basic unknown
where ��, �� -calculated thermal expansion of area under consideration conduit in the direction x and y axes, respectively;
E t -modulus of elasticity the pipe material at the calculation temperature;
� -inertia moment of the cross section of pipe wall
where D н -outer diameter of pipeline;
δ -pipe wall thickness;
� �� , � �� -central inertia moments of the reduced length for the centerline of pipeline section
here x, y, x 0 , y 0 -the same, in the formula (6);
K -the same, in the formula (5);
� ��� -central centrifugal inertia reduced length for the centerline of pipeline section
Stiffness reduction factor is introduced in integrating along the curved pipeline sections, so here straights K = 1, and for curved K <1.
(12)
where Δx, Δy -calculated thermal expansion of area under consideration conduit in the direction x and y axes, respectively;
E t -modulus of elasticity the pipe material at the calculation temperature; J -inertia moment of the cross section of pipe wall
(13)
where D н -outer diameter of pipeline; δ -pipe wall thickness;
J x0 , J y0 -central inertia moments of the reduced length for the centerline of pipeline section
Elastic center coordinates can be determined from equations (14)
Elastic center coordinates can be determined from equations (15) here x, y, x 0 , y 0 -the same, in the formula (6); K -the same, in the formula (5);
J xy0 -central centrifugal inertia reduced length for the centerline of pipeline section
Elastic center coordinates can be determined from equations
-16 - Elastic center coordinates can be determined from equations
Stiffness reduction factor is introduced in integrating along the curved pipeline sections, here straights K = 1, and for curved K <1.
where S x , S y -static inertia moments of reduced length for the centerline of calculated pipeline section relative to x and y axes, respectively; He also did not consider displacement of the neutral layer. Reported assumptions may be valid only for a relatively small pipe curves of curvature, i.e. a larger radius of curved (4 -5 outer diameter) [3] . At the moment the calculating problem of pipe elbows has produced many works. For example, in [4, 5] there are analytical solutions for curves pipes. Materials [6, 7] are devoted to solution curves of pipes using the finite element method.
Karman coefficient for curved smooth retraction we calculate according to [8] where S x , S y -static inertia moments of reduced length for the centerline of calculated pipeline section relative to x and y axes, respectively; [3] . At the moment alculating problem of pipe elbows has produced many works. For example, in [5] , [6] there nalytical solutions for curves pipes. Materials [7] , [8] are devoted to solution curves of pipes g the finite element method.
Karman coefficient for curved smooth retraction we calculate according to [4] � � 1��� � ��, �1��
where � � -slenderness ratio, excluding constraint deformation ends of the curved portion pipeline
here � -geometric characteristic flexibility removal
where � -radius of curvature for tap;
� н , � -the same, in the formula (13);
where K p -slenderness ratio, excluding constraint deformation ends of the curved portion pipeline
where S x , S y -static inertia moments of reduced length for the centerline of calculated pipeline section relative to x and y axes, respectively; [3] . At the moment the calculating problem of pipe elbows has produced many works. For example, in [5] , [6] there are analytical solutions for curves pipes. Materials [7] , [8] are devoted to solution curves of pipes using the finite element method.
here λ -geometric characteristic flexibility removal where S x , S y -static inertia moments of reduced length for the centerline of calculated pipeline section relative to x and y axes, respectively; curves of curvature, i.e. a larger radius of curved (4 -5 outer diameter) [3] . At the moment alculating problem of pipe elbows has produced many works. For example, in [5] , [6] there nalytical solutions for curves pipes. Materials [7] , [8] are devoted to solution curves of pipes the finite element method.
where R -radius of curvature for tap; Reported assumptions may be valid only for a relatively small pe curves of curvature, i.e. a larger radius of curved (4 -5 outer diameter) [3] . At the moment e calculating problem of pipe elbows has produced many works. For example, in [5] , [6] there e analytical solutions for curves pipes. Materials [7] , [8] are devoted to solution curves of pipes sing the finite element method.
-17 - � -coefficient reflecting the uneasiness of deformation at the ends of curved element (tap), at λ ≤ 1,65 calculated with the formula
here � -angular parameter
where � -the same, in the formula (21) � н , � -the same, in the formula (13);
� -central angle of tap in radians.
When λ > 1,65 value for ξ is set equal to 1.0. Slenderness ratio bent pipe with straight sections at the ends with λ > 2,2 is 1.0, while λ ≤ 2,2 is calculated with formula (19).
When bending tap under the influence of forces, flattened their cross section, there are significant local stresses. If longitudinal stresses, calculated in the usual theory of bending, are denoted by σ, then the maximum longitudinal stresses can be determined with the formula
where i 0 -concentration ratio of longitudinal stresses in tap;
where λ -the same, in the formula (20).
9-element model pipeline section (23)
here ψ -angular parameter where � -excess internal pressure in pipeline;
� -the same, in the formula (21); � н , � -the same, in the formula (13);
� � -the same, in the formula (11);
� -coefficient reflecting the uneasiness of deformation at the ends of curved element (tap), at λ ≤ 1,65 calculated with the formula
When λ > 1,65 value for ξ is set equal to 1.0. Slenderness ratio bent pipe with straight ections at the ends with λ > 2,2 is 1.0, while λ ≤ 2,2 is calculated with formula (19).
When bending tap under the influence of forces, flattened their cross section, there are ignificant local stresses. If longitudinal stresses, calculated in the usual theory of bending, are enoted by σ, then the maximum longitudinal stresses can be determined with the formula
9-element model pipeline section
where R -the same, in the formula (21) D н ,δ -the same, in the formula (13); ϑ -central angle of tap in radians.
When bending tap under the influence of forces, flattened their cross section, there are significant local stresses. If longitudinal stresses, calculated in the usual theory of bending, are denoted by σ, then the maximum longitudinal stresses can be determined with the formula where � -excess internal pressure in pipeline;
� -the same, in the formula (21); � н , � -the same, in the formula (13); � � -the same, in the formula (11);
where � -the same, in the formula (21)
When λ > 1,65 value for ξ is set equal to 1.0. Slenderness ratio bent pipe with straight ctions at the ends with λ > 2,2 is 1.0, while λ ≤ 2,2 is calculated with formula (19).
When bending tap under the influence of forces, flattened their cross section, there are gnificant local stresses. If longitudinal stresses, calculated in the usual theory of bending, are noted by σ, then the maximum longitudinal stresses can be determined with the formula
9-element model pipeline section (25)
where � -excess internal pressure in pipeline;
When bending tap under the influence of forces, flattened their cross section, there are nificant local stresses. If longitudinal stresses, calculated in the usual theory of bending, are noted by σ, then the maximum longitudinal stresses can be determined with the formula
9-element model pipeline section
Calculation algorithms to compensate for thermal expansion of pipeline sections certain geometric configurations are presented in references for design of heat networks in section strength calculations. If you submit a calculation algorithm based on using a certain number of standard elements that are building design model, the resulting algorithm is applied to self-compensating schemes pipelines of various geometric configurations. Further, consider the scheme of 9 elements.
This circuit includes straight 5 pipes and 4 of the same smooth curved drainages random rotation angle. We give as an illustrative example П-shaped pipeline section between two fixed pillars.
Mentally divide it into nine elements: five straight pipes and four identical taps. The following is an algorithm based on self-compensation for thermal expansion of sector and its design scheme. This algorithm may be applied to other design schemes by removing unnecessary components, changes in steering angle taps (Fig. 2) .
Elements l 1 , l 3 , l 5 , l 9 are parallel to the coordinate axis X. Note: numbers on the diagram below to identify numbers of sections; уцт -elastic center of gravity; l 1 , l 2 , l 3 ,…, l 9 elements of calculated area; P x , P y -elastic resistance forces (basic unknowns); x 0 , y 0 -distance from the center of gravity and elastic axes.
Distance from ends of curved element (tap) from its center of gravity in the direction of the reference coordinate system, according to design scheme of curved element (Fig. 3) , determined by
Distance from ends of curved element (tap) from its center of gravity in the direction of the reference coordinate system, according to design scheme of curved element (Figure 3) , determined by the formula
where angles �, � are measured in degrees.
Projection lengths taps on the coordinate axes are defined as i -the same, in the formula (27).
The length of the axial line for calculated total pipe section is determined by the formula
The length of the axial line for calculated total pipe section is determined by the formula i -the same, in the formula (27).
where angles φ, β are measured in degrees. Per axle y
where a, b -the same, in the formula (29) and (30);
i -the same, in the formula (27).
where c, d -the same, in the formula (27) and (28);
i -tap number (index takes values 1, 2, 3, 4).
Per axle y i -the same, in the formula (27).
where l 1 , l 3 , l 5 , l 7 , l 9 -length of straight pipes, corresponding calculation scheme (Fig. 2) ; Relative to the axis y
where φ, R the same, in the formulas (27) -(30);
К -the same, in the formula (19).
Center coordinates of gravity of individual elements, according to calculation scheme area ( Fig. 2) with respect to the x-axis defined by the formulas 
Relative to the axis y
(42)
(44)
tive to the axis y
(45)
(46)
(48)
(49)
(50)
Relative to the axis y 
where x c1 -x c9 ; y c1 -y c9 -section elements; 6 , l 7 , l 8 , l 9 -length for corresponding calculation scheme ( Fig. 2) elements; l отв -the same, in the formula (34).
Coordinates elastic center of gravity relative to origin of the coordinate system according to calculation scheme area (Fig. 2) � отв -the same, in the formula (34).
Coordinates elastic center of gravity relative to origin of the coordinate system according to calculation scheme area (Figure 2 ) have the following form
The axis х
The axis у
where � �� � � �� -the same, in the formulas (62) -(70);
� �� � � �� -the same, in the formulas (53) -(61);
� пр -the same, in the formula (33).
Coefficients for calculating inertia moments of its own elements 3 and 7 of the calculation scheme area (Figure 2 ) relative to initial coordinate system defined by the formulas
The axis у � отв -the same, in the formula (34).
where S y1 -S y9 -the same, in the formulas (62) -(70);
S x1 -S x9 -the same, in the formulas (53) -(61);
L пр -the same, in the formula (33).
Coefficients for calculating inertia moments of its own elements 3 and 7 of the calculation scheme area ( � отв -the same, in the formula (34).
where � �� � � �� -the same, in the formulas (62) The axis у
where � -the same, in the formulas (27) -(30).
Factor to calculate the inertia moment of its own centrifugal element 3 the calculation heme area (Figure 2 ) relative to the initial coordinate system is calculated by the formula
Factor to calculate the inertia moment of its own centrifugal element 7 the calculation heme area (Figure 2 ) relative to the initial coordinate system is calculated by the formula
where φ -the same, in the formulas (27) -(30).
Factor to calculate the inertia moment of its own centrifugal element 3 the calculation scheme area (Fig. 2) relative to the initial coordinate system is calculated by the formula
Factor to calculate the inertia moment of its own centrifugal element 3 the calculation scheme area (Figure 2 ) relative to the initial coordinate system is calculated by the formula
Factor to calculate the inertia moment of its own centrifugal element 7 the calculation scheme area (Figure 2 ) relative to the initial coordinate system is calculated by the formula
Factor to calculate the inertia moment of its own centrifugal element 7 the calculation scheme area (Fig. 2) relative to the initial coordinate system is calculated by the formula
Coefficients for calculating inertia moments of its own curvilinear elements (taps)
relative to the initial coordinate system defined by the formulas
, �77�
where �, � -the same, in the formulas (27) -(30).
Coefficients for calculating inertia moment of its own centrifugal curvilinear elements 2 and 4 of the calculation scheme section relative to the initial coordinate system is calculated by the formula
Coefficients for calculating inertia moment of its own centrifugal curvilinear elements 6 and 8 of the calculation scheme section relative to the initial coordinate system is calculated by the formula
Inertia moments of element lengths for pipeline in the original coordinate system relative
Coefficients for calculating inertia moments of its own curvilinear elements (taps) relative to the initial coordinate system defined by the formulas
Inertia moments of element lengths for pipeline in the original coordinate system relative to the x-axis are determined by formulas
, �7��
where φ, β -the same, in the formulas (27) -(30).
where φ, β -the same, in the formulas (27) -(30). 
where J xy1 -J xy9 -section elements;
R -the same, in the formulas (27) -(30);
К -the same, in the formula (19);
x c1 -x c9 -the same, in the formulas (35) -(43); y c1 -y c9 -the same, in the formulas (44) -(52); l 1 , l 3 , l 5 , l 7 , l 9 -for corresponding calculation scheme ( Fig. 2) elements; φ -the same, in the formulas (27) -(30); C xy1 (3) , C xy1(7) -the same, in the formulas (75) and (76); C xy2 (2;4) , C xy2 (6;8) -the same, in the formulas (79) and (80).
Central inertia moments calculated for total length of pipeline relative to the axis passing through the elastic center of gravity, according to calculation scheme area ( � -the same, in the formula (128).
Results of research for computational models of U -shaped compensators
Consider three computational model U -shaped compensators located in the horizontal plane and are not clamped by the ground. For each computational model variate is the radius of curvature tap. Please find enclosed characteristics of computational models below. In calculations of fixed points were considered to be absolutely rigid and do not take into account the resistance of friction forces movable pillars. 
where M i -the same, in the formulas (114) - (127); W -the same, in the formula (128).
Results of research for computational models of U-shaped compensators
Consider three computational model U-shaped compensators located in the horizontal plane and are not clamped by the ground. For each computational model variate is the radius of curvature tap.
Please find enclosed characteristics of computational models below. In calculations of fixed points were considered to be absolutely rigid and do not take into account the resistance of friction forces movable pillars. The elastic modulus of piping material at a working temperature MPa 196000
Excessive internal pressure MPa 1,6
Linear thermal expansion of piping material at the estimated temperature of coolant (the pipe wall) mm/m 0 С 0,0125
Strength reduction factor of weld joint action at any load other than the bending moment nondimensional quantity 1
Reduction factor of weld joint strength at bending moment nondimensional quantity 0,9
Rated allowable stress of piping material at the operating temperature MPa 140
Allowable compensation voltage was determined in all cases [4] .
Below are graphs of the stress distribution on calculated cross sections of these models Ushaped compensators. Allowable compensation voltage was determined in all cases [8] .
Below are graphs of the stress distribution on calculated cross sections of these models U-shaped compensators.
If you pay attention, you can see that the maximum voltage with and without consideration of coefficients are comparable in the first two computational models within approximately tap equal to three outer diameters of pipe. For the third calculation model similar graph is as follows
It is evident that a similar comparison with the first model calculations on the graph above is not observed. Now pay attention to plots of the maximum total departure from adjacent compensated shoulder radius of curvature taps. These are graphs the first two computational models for compensators. It is seen that lines on graphs in both cases intersect at about 3.5 diameters (note markers on charts). Here is a chart of the third calculation model It is evident that a similar comparison with the first model calculations on the graph above is not observed. Now pay attention to plots of the maximum total departure from adjacent compensated shoulder radius of curvature taps.
These are graphs the first two computational models for compensators. It is seen that lines on graphs in both cases intersect at about 3.5 diameters (note markers on charts). Here is a chart of the third calculation model
Intersection happens here at 4 diameters. Therefore there is a lack of comparability graphs of stress distribution on cross sections of area.
If the third calculation model to increase the wall thickness from 7 to 12 mm, the point of intersection graphs of maximum total departure from adjacent compensated shoulder radius of curvature taps shifts to the origin
Findings
Chart analysis suggests the following conclusions:
1. Most unfavorable from the viewpoint of safety factors is the use of taps in which the radius of curvature is one outside diameter of pipe 2. Increasing the radius of curvature taps from one to two outer diameters increases the maximum departure compensated shoulders twice.
These are graphs the first two computational models for compensators. It is seen that lines on graphs in both cases intersect at about 3.5 diameters (note markers on charts). Here is a chart of the third calculation model Intersection happens here at 4 diameters. Therefore there is a lack of comparability graphs of stress distribution on cross sections of area.
If the third calculation model to increase the wall thickness from 7 to 12 mm, the point of intersection graphs of maximum total departure from adjacent compensated shoulder radius of curvature taps shifts to the origin 
